
                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Be honest and 
compliant Be informed

Keeps accurate records

Know what information 
and submissions are 

made by their 
representative

Make submisions on 
time

Make payments on 
time

 

TransparenT TaxaTion 

Honoring THe HonesT 

The “Transparent Taxation - Honoring The Honest” platform will initiate major tax reforms aimed at bringing 
transparency in income tax systems and empowering taxpayers. 

This platform has big reforms such as faceless assessment, faceless appeal, and taxpayers’ charter. Faceless 
assessment & taxpayers’ charter come in force from 13 Aug 20, whereas faceless appeal service will be 
available from 25 Sep 20. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is a step towards bringing together rights and duties of the taxpayer and fixing the government's 
responsibilities towards the taxpayer. 

 

TAXPAYERS’ CHARTER 

Provide fair, 
courteous and 

reasonable 
treatment

Treat taxpayer as 
honest unless there 

is a reason to believe 
otherwise

Provide fair and 
impartial mechanism 

for appeal and 
review

Proovode complete 
and accurate 
information

Provide timely 
decisions

Collect currect 
amount of tax

Respect privacy of 
taxpayer

Maintain 
confidentiality

Hold its authorities 
accountable for their 

actions

Allow taxpayer to 
choose an authorized 

representative of 
choice

Provide mechanism 
to lodge complaint

Provide fair and 
impartial system

Publish service 
standards and report 

periodically

Reduce cost of 
compliance
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Rs Crores 

 Selection of a tax payer only through system using data analytics and AI 
 Abolition of territorial jurisdiction i.e. a tax payer may belong to one city but the ITR may be assessed in 

some other city through random selection by computer. 
 Automated random allocation of cases to tax officer 
 Central issuance of notices with Document Identification No.(DNI) 
 No physical interface and no need to visit the Income Tax Office 
 Team based assessments and team based review 
 Draft assessment order in one city, review in another city and finalization in third city. 

EXCEPTIONS: 

 Serious frauds 
 Major tax evasion 
 Search matters 
 International taxation 
 Black Money Act & Benami Property. 

FACELESS ASSESSMENT AND APPEALS 

SOME OTHER RECENT TAX REFORMS 

 Reduction in corporate tax  
 Abolishing the DDT 
 Introduction of Document Identification Number (DIN) wherein every communication of the department 

would carry a computer generated unique document identification number 
 The Direct Tax Vivad se Vishwas Act, 2020, was also introduced to settle tax disputes. 
 Steps to promote digital transactions and electronic modes of payment.  
 Compliance norms for startups have also been simplified. 
 Efforts to ease compliances for taxpayers during Covid-19 time by extending statutory timeliness for filing 

returns 
 Releasing refunds expeditiously to increase liquidity in the hands of taxpayers. 


